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Passingford
Thanks to those of you that came to help today. Sorry that I missed some of you this
afternoon but after 30 hours awake I finally realized that I am nearing 70 and can not
do what I used to do., I came home at 2 showered and sat on the bed the next I knew
it was after 4 o’clock.
The position is that we managed to move some Crucians to Paradise along with Tench and
Carp.
However there were still rather sadly deaths.
While the aerators were on the fish were on the top gasping, we decide that whilst there
was lots of air being introduced they were also stirring up the foul water, with this in
mind we stopped the motors and after an hour the fish in the main went down not happy
but no longer heads up gasping all the time.
A net [ thanks to the lads that sorted that ] was pulled through the lake this afternoon after
I left but with the lilies making it hard only a few large dead carp were netted.
We have decided to give it 24hrs and reassess the position. I think it will be to leave alone
and see what happens with hopefully the foul water settling down into the base.
After a little while we will discuss the way forward with the EA who have been very helpful
with the aerators and are supportive of us as a club.
A couple more hours kip for me now and then [7.30pm ] I will be back on line or by the
phone for any members, but I don’t think there will be any more info by then.

Forty Hall Woodlands lake
Remember you must book before fishing here [no cost] speak in person no messages
I still want to know of any member not on line and therefore not getting this magazine, if you know of any
member in this position please ask them to give me a ring
Any information, comments, thoughts or if you have photos or items for sale you can use the link to get in
touch and I will try and transfer them to the web site and circulate in the newsletter
secretary@hollowanglingsociety.co.uk

See you on the bank

Mike Smith

